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TO GROW IN WISDOM, AGE AND GRACE

Welcome Back To The
Second Term

Welcome back to the 2nd school term of 2018 academic calendar. I trust everyone has had a wonderful break with lots of
rest and opportunities to enjoy numerous activities with family and friends. We are looking forward to an exciting,
productive and successful term of the year. Our consistent effort to support the students’ efforts, academically, socially
and spiritually throughout the year, will ensure optimum success for all.
Teachers we truly care for the students and let them know that determination is a key part of school life. Without hard
work and determination, they will not achieve. Remind them to remain focused and determined and do not tire by
continuing pushing them to reach their peak potential.
Teachers, I know this is a team effort. We work to make a difference in the lives of every student we meet. Often, the
life lessons we teach are not realized until the students are ready to learn them -- years after they have left Our Lady of
Nazareth.

Just before closing the school – the last week of the term - we had some important activities
among them class eight boys talk by the chaplain and class eight teachers. Then on the 4th
of April the class eights had a tour to the meteorological department at Nairobi in the
morning and a visit to the national assembly and the senate buildings after lunch. On 5th , a
Thursday there was General annual meeting which was followed by the closing of the
school.
Staff outing
Our school’s teaching and administrative staffs shoulder the combined responsibility of
shaping up the pupils into formidable individuals. Teachers take the immense care in
preparing for classes, setting up and correcting exams not forgetting the daily role call,
lesson plans etc. The administration, the offices and the assisting staff help in providing the
best learning atmosphere for our pupils. Many of them skillfully balance family and work
through their careful division of labor. The teachers came up with an outing proposition to
divert themselves from the rigors of daily life. This was on 6th just to socialize and enjoy
meals together.
During the holiday, the school was full of activities. Mentorship program was the main
activity for our former students who are in secondary school. Madam Benter and Mr.
Lucky did the mentoring. The Library was also opened for both our primary and
secondary students. It was ever full.

Looking forward for a studious second term.
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